The American Association of Avian Pathologists is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus

The Avian Biosciences Center at the University of Delaware is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus

AviServe LLC is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus
Cobb-Vantress, Inc. is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek's Disease Virus
Delaware Biotechnology Institute is proud to sponsor the lecture of Dr. Joan Steitz at the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus.

We share your passion for excellence in life sciences research, and are pleased to support this Workshop through our National Science Foundation EPSCoR program.

Please visit our web sites for more information.

www.dbi.udel.edu

Delmarva Poultry Industry, Inc. is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus

Embrex, Inc. is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus
IDEXX Laboratories is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus
Intervet Inc. is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus

Lasher Associates, Inc. is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus
Driven To Performance

People Making A Difference

An Attitude of Service

Value Beyond the Label
Don’t just choose a product. Choose a company.

Merial, Inc. is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus
Today's poultry industry demands innovative approaches to emerging diseases. To remain profitable, poultry producers evaluate options carefully and choose what works best for them. We have always strived to offer products and services that make a difference, even taking the unconventional path to bring the best tools for improved performance and profitability.

**Dynamic Immunity Program**

A new approach to improve flock immunity by displacing field challenge with vaccine strains

**BURSA-VAC®**
Product of choice against bursal disease for priming breeders and against virulent challenge in broilers

**UNIVAX®-BD**
Superior foundation for broiler protection against bursal disease

**UNIVAX® PLUS**
Unique combination of two viruses for the broadest bursal disease protection

**DYNAMIC IMMUNITY PROGRAM**

As we keep turning the wheels of innovation, the most exciting solutions are yet to come... from Schering-Plough Animal Health

Schering-Plough Animal Health is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek's Disease Virus
Sunrise Farms, Inc. is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus

As the world’s largest producer of SPF avian products, Charles River has broadened its customer base and expanded its expertise to include many avian products and services.

Extensive experience in the industry and continuous training allow our customer service representatives to assist you in all aspects of excellence.

Charles River Laboratories, Inc. is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus

Sunrise Farms, Inc. is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus
Synbiotics is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus

The US Poultry & Egg Association is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek’s Disease Virus
The United States Department of Agriculture is a proud sponsor of the 4th International Workshop on the Molecular Pathogenesis of Marek's Disease Virus.
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- IDEXX Laboratories

**Silver**
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- Delaware Biotechnology Institute
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- US Poultry and Egg Association

**Bronze**
- Charles River Laboratories
- Sunrise Farms

**Blue and Gold**
- Avian Bioscience Center
- AviServe, LLC
- Delmarva Poultry Industry
- Embrex, Inc.
- Lasher Associates, Inc.
- Mountaire Farms
- Perdue Farms Incorporated